
OVERSOYED™ ORIGINAL
ZODIAC ASTROLOGICAL COLLECTION

Our paths are illuminated by a road-map of stars and we’re here to guide you.  
Sometimes fun, sometimes deep, sometimes mysterious always unique, our 
Astrological Zodiac fragrances celebrate the special qualities of each sign. They are 
sophisticated, elegant and complex reflecting each sign's characteristics.



ZODIAC ATROLOGICAL COLLECTION
“EARTH SIGNS” FRAGRANCE TRIO

ZODIAC EARTH SIGNS
FRAGRANCE TRIO

SCENT SKU: ZOD3X01

Detail-Oriented - Down-to-Earth - Cultivated
Grounded - Practical

TAURUS
Apr. 21st to May 21st
SCENT SKU: ZOD0004

Ruling Planet: Venus
Element: Fixed Earth

Patchouli & its blends 
for the traditional, for the traditional, 

practical, talented artist.

Earthy notes reflect the earth 
element of the zodiac and 
reflects the grounded, 

traditional and connected 
nature of these talented ones. 

Use these fragrances to enhance Use these fragrances to enhance 
your natural psychic abilities. 

Many Taurus’ have the 
capacity to become psychics, 
mediums, and faith healers. 

Your capacity to magnetize 
others will be enhanced.

VIRGO
Aug. 23rd to Sep. 22nd
SCENT SKU: ZOD0008

Ruling Planet: Mercury
Element: Mutable Earth

Frankincense & its blends 
for the orderly and for the orderly and 
loyal serving friend.

Virgo is a trustworthy friend, 
ready to sacrifice for the right 
cause at any given moment.

Down-to-earth, organized 
and rational, frankincense 
and other earthy based notes and other earthy based notes 
reflects their humane, 

compassionate personality. 

These fragrances will bolster These fragrances will bolster 
your sometimes easily hurt 
feelings and damaged ego, help 
maintain continued health, 
happiness and peace of mind.

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22nd to Jan. 20th
SCENT SKU: ZOD0012

Ruling Planet: Saturn
Element: Cardinal Earth

Myrrh and its blends for the Myrrh and its blends for the 
faithful and ambitious, 
determined person.

Ambitious, tenacious and Ambitious, tenacious and 
determined, Capricorns are the 
achievers of the zodiac. Myrrh 
reflects their self-reliant nature 
and extraordinary drive to 

succeed. 

These fragrances will help you These fragrances will help you 
get through disappointments, 
and release your inhibitions 
which can sometime cause 
you to withdrawal.

3
$8.95

$15.95

$24.95

$22.95

$39.95

$63.95



ZODIAC ATROLOGICAL COLLECTION
“WATER SIGNS” FRAGRANCE TRIO

ZODIAC WATER SIGNS
FRAGRANCE TRIO

SCENT SKU: ZOD3X02

Imaginative - Empathetic - Emotional
Nurturing - Intuitive

PISCES
Feb. 19th to Mar. 20th
SCENT SKU: ZOD0002

Ruling Planet: Jupiter & Neptune
Element: Mutable Water

Amber & its blends for 
the mysterious & emotional, the mysterious & emotional, 
those with a soft heart.

Sweet, dreamy, floral notes 
suit the emotional, mystical 
and esoteric Pisces. They are 
creative and flamboyant, but 
with a sensitive and soft heart. 

Amber has long been thought Amber has long been thought 
to be the tears of the Gods. 
Develop your natural 
clairvoyant abilities by 

wearing these fragrances when 
aempting to contact spirits, 
read the minds of others, etc.

CANCER
Jun. 22nd to Jul. 22nd
SCENT SKU: ZOD0006

Ruling Planet: Moon
Element: Cardinal Water

Sandalwood & its blends
for the reliable, gentle for the reliable, gentle 
and friendly caretaker.

Sensitive, kind-hearted 
and gentle, Cancer is a sign 
that can be relied upon. 
Sandalwood notes reflect 

the strength of their friendship the strength of their friendship 
and the calming, centered 
influence of their presence. 

These fragrances will help you 
through the many ups and 
downs of life, change of jobs, 
and the inevitable upheavals 
in circumstances so that in circumstances so that 
you can more easily pursue 
your own happiness.

SCORPIO
Oct. 24th to Nov. 22nd
SCENT SKU: ZOD0010

Ruling Planet: Pluto & Mars
Element: Fixed Water

Cinnamon & its blends 
for the shy and reserved, for the shy and reserved, 
passionate lover.

Shy in a crowd, but bold in 
partnerships, Scorpio is a 
dedicated, passionate lover. 

Cinnamon reflects their warm Cinnamon reflects their warm 
dedication and loyalty, masked 
by an unassuming exterior. 

Smooth your rough edges 
by surrounding yourself with 
these scents, which will 
remind you to be less 

aggressive and domineering aggressive and domineering 
in your interaction with others.

3
$8.95

$15.95

$24.95

$22.95

$39.95

$63.95



ZODIAC ATROLOGICAL COLLECTION
“AIR SIGNS” FRAGRANCE TRIO

ZODIAC AIR SIGNS
FRAGRANCE TRIO

SCENT SKU: ZOD3X03

Wiy - Social - Spacey
Intellectual - Good Listeners

AQUARIUS
Jan. 21st to Feb. 18th
SCENT SKU: ZOD0001

Ruling Planet: Saturn & Uranus
Element: Fixed Air

Violet & its blends 
for the eccentric and for the eccentric and 
intuitive great thinkers.

The unusual and exotic 
violet-based fragrance reflects 
the individualist and independent 

thinkers of the zodiac. 

Intuitive, unrestrained, unique Intuitive, unrestrained, unique 
and eccentric, the Aquarian 
is a true intellectual. 

These fragrances will give you 
that extra ‘get up and go’ 
push you sometimes need to 
accomplish the goals you 
are inherently capable of.are inherently capable of.

GEMINI
May 22nd to Jun. 21st
SCENT SKU: ZOD0005

Ruling Planet: Mercury
Element: Mutable Air

Vetiver & its blends for the Vetiver & its blends for the 
curious and imaginative 

communicator.

Curious, warm and 
imaginative, those born under 
the twins enjoy the unique 
combination of soft florals 
-- thus reflecting their -- thus reflecting their 
sensual nature. 

Use these scents to calm 
your restless nature, to soothe 
tensions that may plague 
your life and to help you out 

in any emergency.

LIBRA
Sep. 23rd to Oct. 23rd
SCENT SKU: ZOD0009

Ruling Planet: Venus
Element: Cardinal Air

Orange Blossom & its blends Orange Blossom & its blends 
for the harmonious, charming 

and calm mediator.

Charming and idealistic, 
Libra is a peacemaker, always 
seeking harmony in life. 

Soothing florals are the top Soothing florals are the top 
notes in Libra's fragrance. 

Use these scents to help provide 
the stability and determination 
needed to get any job done.
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$63.95



ZODIAC ATROLOGICAL COLLECTION
“FIRE SIGNS” FRAGRANCE TRIO

ZODIAC FIRE SIGNS
FRAGRANCE TRIO

SCENT SKU: ZOD3X04

Brave - Artistic - Confident
Passionate - Independent

ARIES
Mar. 21st to Apr. 20th
SCENT SKU: ZOD0003

Ruling Planet: Mars
Element: Cardinal Fire

Musk & its blends for 
the adventurous and the adventurous and 
energetic born leaders.

For the dynamic, daring 
and passionate Aries, a 

musky scent with warm top 
notes to reflect the fiery nature 
and adventurous streak 

of their being. of their being. 

Use these fragrances to 
enhance your natural 

clairvoyant abilities, in any 
work you do while healing 
with your hands, and to 

enhance your magnetic presence.

LEO
Jul. 23rd to Aug. 22nd
SCENT SKU: ZOD0007

Ruling Planet: Sun
Element: Fixed Fire

Rose & its blends for the Rose & its blends for the 
graceful and dignified, 

one with a royal character.

Noble Leo's rose-based 
fragrances reflect the 
strength, bravery, and 
tenacity of this fire sign. 

Royal, elegant, and Royal, elegant, and 
charismatic they are 

easily noticed in a crowd. 

These scents will help you keep These scents will help you keep 
the active mind, good nature 
and enthusiasm working for 
you and help ease any 
disappointments.

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23rd to Dec. 21st
SCENT SKU: ZOD0011

Ruling Planet: Jupiter
Element: Mutable Fire

Clove & its blends 
for the idealistic and for the idealistic and 

adventurous freedom fighter.

Fiery, enthusiastic and full 
of life, Sagiarians are the 
idealists and optimists of 
the zodiac, always ready 
to side with underdog. 

Spicy, rich sweet notes are the Spicy, rich sweet notes are the 
basis for this fragrance that 
reflects the "rebel with a cause." 
Conserve your time and energy , 
and preserve your friendships. 
These fragrances will subtly 
soothe your emotions so 
you do not have to speak you do not have to speak 
sharply to others.
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